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August 22, 2022

Dear Prospective Supporter,

Lady Aggies Volleyball is a high school organization aiming to promote the advancement of youth athletes in their pursuit to
excel in their respective sport while also excelling in the classroom environment.

Unfortunately, many of our players deal with financial struggles, especially since the elements of the pandemic and the
transient life that many families are surrounded by here in Las Vegas. Unlike when we were in high school, many of our
players have fees they must fundraise for or pay out of pocket for the program to exist. Items that many believe are covered by
the district, in reality, come from the pockets of our players. These items include uniforms, net systems, volleyballs, medical
kit materials, and tournament fees. While some players can meet these financial standards, many are not, and we do not want
players to not have the opportunity of participating because of something out of their control: finances. With your
tax-deductible contribution, we can overcome this obstacle.

By becoming a sponsor for our program, you will allow financially disadvantaged athletes the opportunity to participate as
active members of our program and ultimately receive the opportunity to compete at the next level. Your sponsorship will also
help with the costs associated with maintaining and purchasing new equipment to aid our athletes' advancement. In return, we
would happily offer you numerous opportunities to receive advertisement and representation through our program. If you want
to be a part of this amazing opportunity to help our youth, please complete the form and return it to your athlete with your
business card.  Due to your contribution, our youth can take one step closer to their future. Your generosity will make an
immediate difference in building our youth and the goal of Arbor View Women’s Volleyball: to give every athlete the
opportunity to work at making their dream possible, playing at the collegiate level with scholarship opportunities.

Thank you for this opportunity, for your support, and for providing the ability to give back to our future.

Sincerely yours,

Nicole Adarme
Nicole Adarme                                                         
Head Women’s Volleyball Coach
adarmnm@nv.ccsd.net
Tax ID# - CCSD #88-6000030
*Contributions made may be tax deductible.  A form listing your gift will be furnished to assure the validity of your
claim to the IRS.

Friend Arbor View on Facebook Visit https://sites.google.com/site.arborviewhs/ Follow @ArborViewAggies on Twitter
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